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Entrainment speed: 100 mm s-1

Figure S1: Open circuit central film thickness for 2EHL oil, 2EHL + 5% P-BOB solution,
and T3 mineral oil as a function of time at 100 mms−1 entrainment speed.

Figure S1 shows the open circuit (OC), i.e. no potentials applied, time dependence of
film thickness for the neat 2EHL oil, and its solution with 5% wt. P-BOB, at a constant
entrainment speed of 100 mms−1. 2EHL films were observed to increase in thickness
over time, which was hypothesized to be as a result of the over-rolling and packing of oil
molecules on the surface. For such effects, steady-state rolling conditions are believed to
be necessary without transient effects that are typically observed with speed-dependent film
thickness measurements, such as acceleration, deceleration, or film squeeze effects. The oil
by itself did not exhibit any electroresponsivity (Figure S2). A growth in film thickness was
also observed for a non-polar mineral oil of similar viscosity (naphthenic base oil T3 from
Nynas AB), albeit with a different growth trend (see Figure S1).

With the addition of 5% w/w of P-BOB to 2EHL, the film thickness trend over time
changes dramatically, suggesting that the interfacial films are now dominated by the IL
molecules. Initially, the film is much thicker (about 50% thicker than for oil only case), but it
transitions to a thinner film comparable to the oil only case, and is moreover stable with time.
The presence of P-BOB ions at the interface is also believed to prevent the formation and
accumulation of the ordered oil film that was observed for the neat oil. The initial thick film,
and the active domination of the ions in the boundary layer, is in agreement with the findings
of the earlier study, which reported the formation of load-bearing ionic boundary films for
P-BOB in 2EHL even at a low IL concentration (1 % w/w)1. The subsequent decrease in
film thickness is believed to be due to a gradual consolidation of adsorbed ions on one or
both contacting surfaces along with squeezing out of the weakly held ionic multi-layers
with over-rolling. This continues until reaching a stable level, i.e. 16 nm of lubricating film
thickness.
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Entrainment speed: 100 mm.s -1
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Figure S2: Central film thickness for 2EHL oil at 100 mms−1 entrainment speed with applied
electric potential changing every 30 minutes.
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Figure S3: Electric current trace during first 30 minutes , i.e. when 0 V potential is applied.
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